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Abstract: This paper presents the remote detection of alpha contamination in a nuclear facility.18
Alpha-active material in a shielded nuclear radiation containment chamber has been localized by19
optical means. Further, sources of radiation danger have been identified in a staged crime scene20
setting. For this purpose, an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device camera was used to21
capture photons generated by alpha-induced air scintillation (radioluminescence). The detected22
radioluminescence was superimposed with a regular photograph to reveal the origin of the light23
and thereby the alpha radioactive material. The experimental results show that standoff detection24
of alpha contamination is a viable tool in radiation threat detection. Further, the radioluminescence25
spectrum in air is spectrally analyzed. Possibilities of camera-based alpha threat detection under26
various background lighting conditions are discussed.27
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1 Introduction31

Standoff detection of alpha contamination for nuclear safety, security and32

safeguard has proven to be a challenging task. Compared to beta and gamma33

radiation, alpha particles have a very short range in air (roughly 4 cm), effectively34
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limiting the detection range of techniques depending on direct interaction. This1

range limitation can be overcome by utilizing the radioluminescent light that2

alpha particles induce in air. Radioluminescence has been first discovered in 19053

[1], yet it took more than a century before advances in technology made it4

possible to utilize it as a means to detect alpha contamination [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In5

principal, detection of radioluminescence is a technique well-suited to optically6

detect all ionizing radiation. However, it is particularly useful for alpha particles7

given the limitations on measurement by direct interaction. Standoff alpha8

detection technology responds to an increasing demand in the field, e.g. in9

detection of radioactive materials at crime scenes and decommissioning of nuclear10

facilities [7].11

12

Radioluminescence in air is created when highly energetic, charged particles13

traveling through air cause the creation of secondary free electrons. Those14

electrons lose energy by inelastic collisions with air molecules. A small fraction15

of the deposited energy is reemitted as luminescence, while most of it disperses as16

heat due to collisional quenching processes [8, 9].17

18

Air luminescence, for the most part, originates from N  and N  molecules, which19

emit light in the spectral range of 280 − 430 nm. Measurements that quantify the20

number of photons that a single alpha particle induces are sparse. While Duquesne21

and Kaplan [10] found a value of 60 photons per one 4.6 MeV particle, Baschenko22

[3] concluded that a single alpha particle produces 30 UV photons. In a study23

from 2011, it has been concluded by Chichester and Watson [5] that the photon24

yield per  4 − 5 MeV is somewhere between 20 and 200. Recent investigation25

from Sand et al. [11] found that an alpha particle with an energy that falls within26

the range of  0.3 − 5.1 MeV produces an amount of UV photons that is described27

by the linear relation 19 ± 3 photons per one MeV of energy released under28

typical indoor conditions.29

30

These studies show that the light yield of even strong alpha sources with high31

activities is so low that remote optical detection of alpha contamination has to32

happen at the single photon level. Often, the actual usable amount of light from air33
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radioluminescence is a fraction of all the light produced, considering that for1

standoff detection at a distance  from the source the intensity of the2

radioluminescence drops by a factor . Given these circumstances, it is easy to3

see that background lighting containing UV light easily supersedes the amount of4

light from the alpha source and thus potentially makes alpha contamination5

localization by means of a UV light detection difficult.6

7

The presence of an alpha particle source causes the surrounding air to scintillate.8

Hence, an image taken in total darkness will reveal point emitters as small9

scintillating hemispheres, whereas surface activity will appear as a more evenly10

illumination on the image. For this reason, alpha contamination in an11

environment, which can be made completely dark, is detectable by superimposing12

a conventional image taken under normal lighting conditions and another UV13

image taken in complete darkness [4]. The conventional image provides14

information relating image coordinate to the location of physical objects whereas15

the UV image provides information about the contamination as a function of the16

image coordinates. The intensities recorded on the UV image are proportional to17

the alpha activities at the specified location [11]. Accurate quantitative18

measurements require exact knowledge of the background lighting level, and thus,19

the method is only well suited for a situation where the background lighting levels20

are sufficiently low.21

22

The idea of directly imaging radioluminescence has been around since the early23

2000s [2]. Significant advancements in camera technology and rigorous24

development of the technique made radioluminescence imaging a viable approach25

to alpha radiation detection and finally led to successful applications in nuclear26

facilities, the characterization of glove boxes and nuclear safeguards [2, 3, 4, 13,27

14]. A study carried out in 2015 conducted a side-by-side comparison of two of28

the most promising camera technologies in a field environment [12]. There the29

authors successfully demonstrated that existing camera technology is up to the30

task of rapidly imaging and localizing alpha emitters at a nuclear facility. As long31

as a dark environment is ensured, off-the-shelf intensified charge-coupled device32
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(ICCD) and electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) cameras1

proved to be a way to remotely detect alpha contamination.2

3

This work presents the measurement of the air radioluminescence spectrum and4

the imaging of alpha particle emitters by virtue of the radioluminescence they5

induce in air. The spectrum is measured with a resolution of 0.5 nm. Alpha6

imaging is applied to detect contamination in a staged crime scene scenario.7

Thereby we demonstrate that standoff detection of radioluminescence is able to8

rapidly localize hazardous alpha radiation in a potentially dangerous environment9

without the need of entering the scene itself. Further, we apply a similar principle10

to locate sources in a shielded nuclear radiation containment chamber (hot cell).11

The hot cell contains various objects with unknown, yet high, ionizing radiation12

levels and we show that the alpha radiating ones can be identified by collecting air13

and potentially other radioluminescence through a lead glass window that14

commonly serves as a viewport into the cell. Thereby we demonstrate that15

standoff detection of radioluminescence is able to operate in such a way that the16

confinement of the hot cell does not need to be accessed, thus saving costs and17

time.18

19

All radioluminescence images presented in this work were captured during two20

measurement campaigns at the JRC-Karlsruhe, Germany. Complete darkness21

could not always be assured, since background lighting from warning- and exit22

signs could not be avoided. In addition, radioluminescence imaging under23

different background lighting conditions and the requirements for detection24

systems resulting form it are discussed.25

2 Experiments26

2.1 Spectrum of radioluminescence in air27

The measurement of the radioluminescence spectrum in air was carried out by28

placing a 13 MBq alpha active Am in a quartz tube (Robson scientific, outer29

diameter = 30 mm, wall thickness = 1.5 mm) which has access to open air. The30

parts of the tube close to the source were surrounded by a 21 mm thick steel31
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mantle intended to protect personnel and equipment from gamma radiation. A1

cone-shaped hole with the f-number /1.378 in the steel mantle allowed2

radioluminescent light to be collected. The light was guided via a Keplerian3

telescope (Thorlabs LA4052-UV, = 35.0 mm and LA4924-UV, =4

175.0 mm) to a computer-controlled monochromator (Horiba iHR 550). The5

telescope was matched to both f-numbers of the steel mantle opening and the6

input of the monochromator to guarantee optimal light collection efficiency. The7

focus of the imaging optics is located at the center of the quartz tube, which8

makes scintillation light from the quartz glass tube, if it arises, unlikely to enter9

the monochromator. The monochromator selected a wavelength and guided it to a10

photon counting photomultiplier tube (PMT, Perkin-Elmer MP-1982). A11

schematic illustration of the setup is shown in Fig. 1. The entrance slit of the12

monochromator was adjusted such that it operates with a spectral resolution of13

0.5 nm. It was scanned in 0.5 nm steps from 200.0 nm to 500.0 nm. The14

integration time per data point in the so recorded spectrum was 60 s. Each data15

point has been corrected for the PMT’s dark count.16

2.2 Imaging of crime scene scenario and nuclear hot cell17

Camera technology18

The camera selected for the both the crime scene investigation and the localization19

of hidden sources was an EMCCD camera (iXon X3 897 with UV coating from20

Andor). The quantum efficiency of the EMCCD is over 30 % at the whole21

wavelength range from 250 nm to 450 nm [12]. The noise contribution of the22

dark current was minimized by cooling the EMCCD sensor to −85℃. The23

laboratory in which the EMCCD camera was operated was at room temperature.24

The camera was operated with an UV quartz objective lens (UV1228CM,25

Kogaku) that has a focal length of 12 mm, an f-number of f/2.8, and transmission26

over 75 % at the spectral band of 250 nm - 450 nm [15]. By placing an27

interference-filter (FF01-334/40-25, Semrock) with a single, narrow transmission28

band around 334 nm in front of the objective lens the influence of hard-to-avoid29

stray light from surrounding fluorescent light sources was mitigated.30

31
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Experiment preparation1

A crime scene scenario was staged by placing two Am sources (35.9 ±2

0.9 MBq and 12.8 ± 0.3 MBq) under a fume hood among typical laboratory3

equipment. The Am sources were prepared by evaporation of Am solution4

on stainless steel planchettes that were then placed into quartz petri dishes among5

the other objects in the setting. The laboratory containing the crime scene was6

made completely dark by turning off any fluorescent light generation and by7

preventing any light from entering the laboratory. Given the expectedly small8

radioluminescence signal, a thorough approach to the light shielding required to9

seal the door cracks to prevent even small amounts of light from leaking through.10

A schematic illustration of the scenario is shown in Fig. 2.11

12

The EMCCD camera was further used for the purpose of detecting alpha13

contamination in a hot cell. The hot cell was separated from the rest of laboratory14

and only a thick lead windows allowed to view the insides of the containment15

chamber. The hot cell was believed to contain a mix of various types of ionizing16

radiation, where the precise location and strength of alpha radiating material was17

unknown. It was known, though, that alpha contamination was present in18

significant levels. The contents of the hot cell were imaged with the camera19

through the lead glass, which allows for remote alpha radiation detection without20

breaching the confinement of the hot cell [4, 19].21

22

Glasses containing lead usually absorb ultraviolet light [20]. Though the precise23

transmittance for each lead glass window varies with material and thickness, we24

consider it safe to assume that most of the radioluminescent light with25

wavelengths shorter than about 400 nm will be strongly attenuated by the lead26

glass window. Thus, only a small fraction of the radioluminescence of air can27

reach the EMCCD camera. Scintillation other than this of nitrogen, if it arises, can28

also be used for the detection of radioluminescence, provided that is able to pass29

the lead glass window. We removed the interference filter from the camera to30

collect also the long wavelength part of the radioluminescence spectrum of air31

(390 nm – 440 nm) and all other possible scintillation light originating from32

inside the hot cell.33
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1

The camera was shielded from light originating from within the laboratory using2

black rubberized fabric (Thorlabs, BK5). To minimize leaks in the shielding, at3

least two layers of fabric were required to sufficiently suppress light from4

penetrating the fabric. A schematic illustration is shown in Fig. 3.5

6

Image acquisition7

A single UV image was acquired by exposing the sensor for 60 s to the8

radioluminescent light. A single image with an exposure time as long as this will9

accumulate a lot of saturated pixels, which is due to the fact that gamma radiation10

from the source will hit the camera sensor and cause maximal activation of this11

particular pixel. Removing saturated pixels in a post-processing of the images will12

result in an incomplete intensity map of the contamination. Carrying out the13

experiment multiple times, processing every single image, and then summing up14

the pixel values across the images was used to avoid this problem. With this15

procedure, the total image acquisition time for the crime scence scenario was16

10 min, for the hot cell imaging it was 1 h.17

18

In the image processing, the pixels in the UV image saturated by gamma and19

cosmic rays are detected with local standard deviation analysis and their value is20

replaced by a local mean of the nearest neighbors. Then, a Gaussian blur ( =21

7 px, = 5) is applied to smoothen the image. In the last stage, low intensity22

fluctuations are discarded with a threshold to produce an adequate intensity map.23

This step of the image processing is meant only for displaying the contamination24

and it is not applied when performing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) calculations.25

The processed UV image is superimposed on a grayscale photograph that was26

taken under normal lighting condition. The photograph provides information27

about the location of the detected radioluminescence.28

29

The SNR calculation is done with a method similar to the one outlined by30

Lamadie et al. [4]. In the initial step the camera baseline is removed the image is31

manually divided up into signal and no-signal areas. The signal in a particular32

signal area is measured straightforwardly as a mean of all pixel intensities within33
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this area. The noise figure is extracted from the image in a two-step process. First,1

the high frequency pixel variations are isolated by subtracting a Gaussian-filtered2

( = 5) image from it. Afterwards, the standard deviations pixel in the no-signal3

areas was decided to be the noise figure. The ratio of these numbers defines the4

SNR.5

6

3 Results7

Air radioluminescence spectrum8

The recorded spectrum of the air radioluminescence is shown in Fig. 4. There an9

emission spectrum in the range of 280 − 430 nm appears, where most of the light10

is contained within the wavelength regime of 300 − 400 nm. The lines in the so11

called solar blind (SB) spectral region below 300 nm are faint, yet visible. Visible12

light above 400 nm makes up a small fraction of the entire spectrum.13

The recorded lines coincide with the emissions bands from both N  and N14

molecules [18].15

16

Crime scene investigation17

The processed image of the crime scene scenario are shown in Fig. 5. After the18

total exposure time of 600 s the radioluminescence stemming from the alpha19

radiation sources is visible, resolved and can be easily located. The accumulated20

UV signal is made visible as a colored overlay on an otherwise grayscale21

background image. The bright dots indicate an increased production of UV light22

in their respective areas and thus reveal the location of alpha active material. The23

UV light is supposed to mainly originate from the radioluminescence of air, as24

several luminescence lines of nitrogen coincide with the spectral detection band of25

the experiment. The camera is equipped with the narrowband optical filter26

allowing only the spectral band of 314 nm – 354 nm to pass to the sensor,27

heavily attenuating the other wavelengths. Further, alpha particles can directly28

interact only with the steel substrate and air, ruling out other possible scintillation29

sources.30

31
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The locations of the detected alpha active material perfectly coincide with the1

locations where the steel planchettes with Am have actually been put, thus2

showing the radioluminescence imaging is capable of resolving the positions of3

alpha emitters. The measured radioluminescence intensity of the source of the left4

side is about three times as large as this of the source on the right side. This is5

congruent with the activity level of the sources, which are 35.9 MBq6

and 12.8 MBq, respectively.7

8

Hot cell imaging through lead glass9

The photograph from the inside of the hot cell taken through its lead glass window10

is shown in Fig. 6. It shows an assortment of objects, all of which are believed to11

exhibit various forms of radioactivity. The lead glass window is opaque to light of12

wavelengths shorter than 400 nm, thus, only the visible part of air13

radioluminescence originating from within the hot cell can leave it through the14

window and reach the camera sensor.15

16

Through standoff detection a few objects have been identified to cause the17

emission of large amounts of UV light. A bottle in the right hand side and an18

object in the center of the image reveal being alpha contaminated, causing the19

generation of UV light in their vicinity.20

21

Though it is difficult to gain information about the precise levels of radioactivity22

inside a hot cell, the image can be consulted to give a rough estimate of the levels23

one might encounter in this particular scenario. The camera settings and24

conditions under which this image was produced was similar to those at the crime25

scene investigation. Assuming that all radioluminescent light was originating from26

molecular nitrogen and less than 10 % of this light has a wavelength longer than27

400 nm, the activity levels can be estimated to be larger than 1 GBq.28

29

3.1 Discussion30

The results show that remote detection of alpha radiation by means of air31

radioluminescence imaging is a technique, which finds applications in nuclear32
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threat detection scenarios. The method is capable of rapidly detecting alpha1

emitters from a distance, without exposing devices or personnel to the radiation2

itself. This offers a multitude of possibilities for decommissioning tasks. In3

addition, if the background lighting conditions allow for it, this method gives4

security officials and first responders a tool to identify potential threats at a crime5

scene or a site of accident. Standoff detection of alpha radiation offers a6

complementary tool to the detection of gamma radiation.7

8

Air radioluminescence imaging can be a convenient tool of alpha threat detection9

during hot cell decommissioning. Most decommissioning procedures rely on10

breaking the hot cell’s confinement, making a swipe-test to identify type and11

location of radiation sources and then removing one of the contaminated items.12

Even though this procedure has been, by in large, automatized and personnel can13

be kept at a safe distance with the use of remote-controlled robots [21], the need14

to break the confinement and expose equipment to the radiation remains. Opening15

a hot cell comes with a large cost for the decommissioning facility and any16

equipment used during this process will become radioactively contaminated itself.17

The presented imaging technique provides a viable work-around to these18

problems.19

20

Air radioluminescence imaging requires very low background lighting for it to21

properly work and thus powerful light shielding of the site under investigation is22

mandatory. In many field environments this is likely to impose limitations on the23

use of the imaging techniques. In nuclear facilities, where background lighting24

can be sufficiently diminished, standoff detection by alpha induced air25

radioluminescence provides a viable alternative to contemporary approaches.26

3.2 Operation in illuminated environments27

If a completely dark environment cannot be guaranteed, then background28

illumination imposes strict limitations on to which extent air radioluminescence29

imaging can be utilized. Under these conditions, the detection system can be30

modified to account for the change in lighting levels, such that its effect on the31

measurement can be mitigated or alleviated. Depending on the spectrum of the32
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background lighting three different scenarios can be identified: either there is no1

background lighting, there is only visible light or there is natural light. Table 12

contains a summary of these scenarios and the requirements they impose on the3

detector system.4

5

The detector system does not require any modifications if complete darkness can6

be guaranteed. The presence of illumination with visible light complicates the7

discrimination of radioluminescent light. Light with wavelengths longer than8

400 nm has to be kept from reaching the detector. This is can be achieved by9

installing a filter system in front of the detector that prevents light of those10

wavelengths from reaching the detector – UV light will still be able to reach the11

detector with good efficiency. In [22] the authors demonstrate such a system12

modification by replacing the camera with a photomultiplier tube and equipping it13

with interference filters to block out visible light.14

15

Filtering the incoming light only works to a limited extent in an environment16

where natural light is present. Natural light contains UV components with17

wavelengths shorter than 400 nm. Fig. 7 illustrates this by contrasting the solar18

spectrum reaching the earth’s surface with the emission lines of molecular19

nitrogen in the UV region. This shows that even small amounts of daylight in the20

background illumination are capable of superseding the radioluminescent light,21

making standoff alpha detection difficult. However, it can also be seen that the22

solar spectral irradiance for wavelengths shorter 300 nm (the solar blind spectral23

region) rapidly decreases, which is due to absorption of these wavelengths in the24

upper atmosphere by ozone [17]. Preventing any light with wavelengths larger25

than 300 nm from reaching the detector negates any background signal natural26

light would cause in a standoff detection system. Such a change in the limit of27

detection reduces the radioluminescence that can be used for standoff detection to28

wavelengths that lie in the solar blind spectral region. Air radioluminescence is29

for the most part composed of light with wavelengths longer than 300 nm. Only30

small amounts of its spectrum are located in the solar blind spectral region, with31

the strongest emission lines being at 296 nm and 282 nm. Standoff detection32

under daylight conditions may be possible, given that proper wavelength33
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discrimination of the incoming light is possible and that the detector is able to1

record light with wavelengths shorter than 300 nm. However, this comes at the2

cost of losing the most of the radioluminescent light at the discrimination stage,3

which effectively results a two orders of magnitude larger limit of detection for4

alpha active sources.5

5 Conclusion6

We presented the application of standoff detection of alpha radiation via air7

radioluminescence imaging in two practical scenarios. For this we spectrally8

analyzed the air scintillation induced by alpha particles with a monochromator9

and chose an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device camera for imaging10

purposes. The technique has been applied to localize alpha-active material in a11

crime scene scenario. Further, radioluminescence imaging has been utilized to12

identify alpha contamination in a hot cell via imaging through a lead glass13

window. In the process, that cell’s confinement has not been broken. Finally,14

techniques to overcome the limitations imposed by different background lighting15

conditions have been discussed. The acquired results show that imaging of air16

radioluminescence is a way to rapidly locate alpha contamination without17

exposing personnel or equipment to the radiation itself.18

19
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FIGURES18

19

Fig 1 Setup to measure the radioluminescence of nitrogen in air. A 13 MBq alpha source was20
placed in a quartz tube with access to laboratory air. The quartz tube was partially surrounded by a21
thick tube of metal to shield the personnel from -radiation. A Keplerian telescope guides the light22
into a monochromator where selected wavelengths are guided to a PMT. Both the PMT and the23
monochromator are computer-controlled.24
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1

Fig 2 Staging of the crime scene scenario. Radioactive material is placed in the midst of laboratory2
equipment. An EMCCD camera is placed a meter away from the arrangement and the room is3
made completely dark.4

5

6

Fig 3 Setup to localize sources of alpha radiation in a hot cell. An EMCCD camera is attached to7
the thick lead glass window of a hot cell. It’s sensor is shielded from background lighting with8
layers of black cloth. Air radioluminescence originating from inside the cell reaches the camera9
through the window.10
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1

Fig 4 Measurement of the radioluminescence spectrum of alpha particles in air. The recorded2
emissions lines appear between  280 − 430nm. The lines coincides with the 2+ spectrum of3
molecular nitrogen [18].4

5

6
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Fig. 5 Detection of alpha emitting sources in a crime scene scenario. The grayscale image shows1
the scenario from where radioluminescent light is detected. Accumulated UV light is displayed as2
a colored intensity distribution and is superimposed on the image. The intensity bar on the right3
hand side translates intensities into detected radioluminescence pixel values. The collected UV4
light identifies the presence of two distinct alpha radioactive sources.5

6

7

Fig. 6 View into the inside of a hot cell. The grayscale image displays the content of the hot cell,8
the colored overlay the detected levels of scintillation. A scale that translates the overlay into9
radioluminescence pixel values is displayed next to the picture on the right. Among many different10
objects few stand out by causing the creation of large amounts of photons. The bottle-shaped11
object on the right side of the picture can be safely identified as highly contaminated. In the center12
of the picture, an intense radiation source has been localized. The emission intensity remained13
constant over the period of one hour which shows that the light is induced by radiation effects.14
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Fig. 7 The spectrum of the sunlight reaching the earth’s surface on a logarithmic scale (AM1.52
Global tilt, data taken from [16]). The spectrum of the radioactively induced  N  emission is3
displayed in arbitrary units and in linear scale for comparison. The irradiance of the sun starkly4
overlaps with the strong emission lines of the molecular nitrogen. At around 290 nm the intensity5
of the background lighting of the sun decreases by nine order of magnitudes, compared to its6
intensity at the strongest  N  emission line at 337.13 nm.7

8

TABLES9

10

Table 1 Requirements for air radioluminescence detection systems under different lighting11
conditions.12
Illumination Detection

Darkness No spectral discrimination required

Visible (400 − 700 nm) Visible blind detection

Natural light (300 − 800 nm) Solar blind detection

13


